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to utilize these opportunities.
1 One are a.in which individuals, can be

taught to at independently is, the schoo It is also our belief that ichciol

children cannot be taught independenc in a vacuum separaterd from nor-

mal academic activities, but that the should be exposed to learning

experiences that prove ogportunit es for autonomous behavior,

Edu tional tti gs vary in the degree to which they facilitatese

the,tisk of teaching au nomy., or instance,' a setting in which the

teacher attempts to maintain a environment where all children behave

similarly, i. e., study the sa e lesson for..thr same length of time
t

under similar conditions, is of as usa situation for teaching inde-

pendence as is an individua zed Whether structured or open,

individualized systems of nstructIon lend themselves well to the task

of teaching independence ecause they permit the gradual, planned-ex-

posure' of each student to situations requiring independent behavior.

Individualized education not only lendS ij,self to teaching independence,

but also demands that independence be taught. Since the, goal of indi-

,vidualization is adapting, instruction to each student, the number and

variety of decisions that must be made are greater than in a 's tting1

-mere ipstructional deCisions are geared to the capabilities o the

'''average" child. By requiring that children share in this decision mak

ing. i.e., ay encouraging them to take responsibility for their own
;

choices, individualization can occur more effectively.
.. , _,4w-,,.

I Throughout t ispaper independence and'autonomy will be used

interchangeably, a more subtle use of the term, independence could
be viewed as the a onyml)i dependence. Where the latter is inappro-
priate or trrationa reliance on other people, nrms, or institutions for
one's own actions. ,then indepergdence4would be irrational avoidance of

help frbm people cir,,institutionsi Because the focus of.this paper is on
autonoiny'or rationali jand.appropriate independence, we have chosen not

to view independence as the opposite of dependence, but as a synonym
for autonomy. `

ti
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The purpose of this paper is to provide a paradigm for the sys-

tematic investigatipn of autonomy in 41:1ucation:. We proceed.by analyz-
.. ,

irig what has been accomplished in,tlie disciplines which have considered

autonomy and-by or timing important/ issues that have not been addressed.tuning
i

Concern about the a arny of the individual emerges in fields such as

,political science, philosophy, education, and psychology. ,,This concern

is expressed in various formsfrom broad the-75retical discussions to
dr,

reports of .empirical research in limited and cOntrolled settings. The

more abstract work focuses on the' relationship between an individual's

autonomy and responsibility and on the problerns of individuarfreedom

versos societal needs. The empirical work ranges from studies that

examine the environmental supports for independence to those,that treat

auZonomyas a human personality characteristic. It is bur task to go
bayond what has been done by showing how the4heoretic.al discussions

of autonomy Can be utilized in practical investigations in education avd

by systematically integrating the investigations of environmental oppor-
)

tunitiis for autonomy with studies of individual differences in autonomy.

Befor'e delineating the Scope and content of Psis paper,' we should

review what tt is not. First, it is nova discussion of the'clifferences-
between open and traditional forms of edubation. Altheugh'educahonal

settings vary in the number of oiwortunities they offer, there is. still a
'wide variety of environments in which autonomy can be learned. The

identification Of the bgst environments andteAching techniques must

wait until further research findings are accumulated. Neither is this
paper about`the developMent of rugged individualism as opposed to coz

operation as a personalbehavior. Indeed, we ,iew the ,development

and exercising of soctal skills, such as cooperation and sharing, a'scorn:
-patible with the growth of autonomy in an jndividuaI.

1,
' This paper represents an effort to move toward a structure for"

investigating autonomy in the classroom. Various definitions bf autonomy
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are summarized to aid in formulating an operational definition of auton9-

my. ignificantissues surrounding autonomy and strategies for dealing,

with them are considered in order to help'in developing our own appriaA
.

for examining autonomy in an educational environment: Techniques for

measuring autonomy are examined critically in order to delineate the

constraints that instrumentation places on the subject. Finally, a gchema

for clarifying and limiting investigation is presented.

- Definitions

In this section. we examine qorne major definitions of autonomy.

The nee% to do this arises from the fact that autonomy tends to be a

/ catch phrase for many disparate concepts. In order to undertake the

study of autonotny in education', we peed a broad but concrete specifica-

tion of what is 'meant by the term. First, we discuss the more general
theoretical descriptions of autonomy, then move to those definitions of

independence within educational settings; and finally turn-to thie defini-

tions that emerge froir the related empirical research.

TheoreticayDesc riptions of Autonomy %I

TheoretiCal discussions d9 not result in definitions of autonomy prsr\

se, but they help to delineate some preconditions for considering autono-

my. In these theoretical descriptions, philosophers discuss relatively
isolated actions, whereas the psychologists that we consider I ter exam-

inc the accumulation of thee actions. Descriptions' of the conditions for
i

autonomous acti.it y emerge from philosophical consideration of two

topiCs. The first Issue is the relationship between responsibility and

morality ( see Aiken, IQ( 2, Baler. 1470. Lessrioff, 1q71, Rawls, 1.971.

Ihrolff, 1(170). The second deals with the balance between ,an individual's

freedom and the overriding needs'and values of the total soclqty (see

M111,-18501947, Roils., ri,, 17r 2/ I (0 31. 0

4
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'autonomy as a prerequihte foz personal responsibility. PhilcAo-

phers discuss autonomy inheir examinations of tbe;relationship be
tween Morality and personal responsibility. They argue that Co judge
the morality of an individual's actions. c,ons exation must be givep to

.

the degree to wl-lich the individual can or nnot be considered responsi-
ble for hus or her actions. Pesoonsibility depends, in turn, upon the
degree to which an individual is actin4 autonomously. In other words,
ottly in the case where an hndr.iclaal 1, acting autonomously can s/he.be

considered responsible for those actions., Then and only theft can the
morality of the action be examined. There are four conditions for con= s,.
sidering a person's actions autonomous It(r) the existence of at least

I

one real alternative,' (b) awareness of alternatives, (c)-the ,rightto

choose among alternatives, and (d) awareness of the conTluonkees of
choice (see Baler, Montessori. 1:17/194,,,5, Rousseau, 1762/1963,
Wolff, 107n1. Each condition depends in part upon the p,reviops one or
ones in oraer tor it,to ue Valirec:. Thus, do individual who is nut
aware of,available alternatives canno be considered to act autonomously.
The individual must be aware that s /he is not acting out of instinct or

impulse but fro'm choice (Baier, Ic.70). In other words, the individual
mu st realize that s/he is selvtir:g from among alternatives. Also,
t4iete*alternatiyes for choice must be realistic. Without realistic oppor-

f

titinities to'choose or knowledd,e,of the right to choose, the individual's

actions -Cannot be considered autonomous. And finally, the individtal

should be aware of the consequenCes of that choice, whether it i,s posi-
tive. _or neutral (see Bier,. 1070, Wolff, *1°70). Without such

knowledge, the choice becomes vacuous or random.

The discussion o these preconditions for autonomy provides a

framework for considering the degree to which a child is autonomous.
Baier (1070) recognizes that while many choices may be made by chil-
dren, they may not lig aware of the alternaties or,of the consequences
of their choices. Further, Wolf) (107(') points out that:
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Only because man has the capacity to reason about his
Choices can he be said to stand udder a continuing obli-
gation to take responsiblity for them.. gjt is quite appro
priate that moral philosophers should group together
children and madmen as being not fully responsible for
their actions,for as madmen they are thought to lack
freedom of choice, so children do not yet possess the
power of reason in a developed form. It is even just
that.we should assign a greater degr of responsi-
bility to children, (or madmen, by Mtue of their lack
of free will; are tonipletely without responsibility,'
while children, in so fa'r as they pbssess reason in a

_partially developed form, ctn be held responsible
(i..e.,,can be required to take responsibility) to a cbr-
respondingdegree. (pp. 12-13)

Assuming Wolff's position that children are only "pirtially.de-

iveloped" with respect to reaion, the educator's task is to familiarise

children with the conditions for autonomy. Children can be introduced

to alteinatives and taught how to select from among therh by showing

them how to gather relevant inforination about a particular situation.

Rousseau (1762/1963) considers that a principle function of education

is to give'a child a perspective from which to analyze ,information.

Ortc the child has this perspectiv.e, p /he can control the enviionrnent

with greater facility. However, education that provides varying per-

spectives leads to still another definitional[pnoblem. It can be argUed

that the degree to which an individual is autorromous is the inevitable

result of the social and educational conditions to which the individual

has been exposed as a child. Corksequeritly, since the individual is the.

way s/he is as a result of circumstances beyond perional control, then

it is difficult to consider or her behavior autonom Rawls (1971)f

discusses a related problem in his examination of morality. He sug-

gests that,if the process by which an individual becomes moral (autono-

mous) is itself a moral one, then the individual can be considered to

be moral, regardless of the inevitability of that Process. Rawl; (1971)

goes on to say that:

I o
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Moral educaion is education fo r autonomy._ In due.
course everyone will know why he'would adopt the,
prinCiples.of jiistice and how they are derived from
the conditions that characterize his being an equal'
in a society of moral persons.' (p., 516)

Autonomy ae a balancPbetween-individual freedom. and societal
-*, s

needs. Autonomy is considered in philosophical discussions .1-elating

to the rights of society as a collection of individuals versus The righti -

-
of the individual alOne. The propoitionsof individual rights to collec- . L

. , .tive rights varies along a continuum. At one end of the continuum,

there, is little.or no concern for the rights of the society, for the rights
of the individual are deemed all important (Rousseau, 1762/1963). At

.r '
the other end, an individuars autonomy is subsurned under the needs of

a

the society. hither s, although the rights of the individual to be

'free are recognized, the ghts 'of the total society.oufweigh those of:'
I

the individual when they conflict (Mill, 1859, 1947).

According to Rousseau, the individual's actions should not be

irestrcted by the society, in which the norms are itrationaliand the
values are incorporated within a power structure. Therefore, the

. purpose of education is to give each child the tools with which s/ne
4*

can control or manipulate the environment.. On ,the ptfier hind, Mill
. .

(1859/1947) considers tndependence from the-lpointiof view of the needs

of the society, ,wh ere society is an aggregate of individuals. 'Mill

reasons that autonom is desirable because it is good for the society
Ito, hive independent, /creative individuals. However*, if individual, 4

autonomy interferes With the good of the social system, then it has to
be restricted. Deciding whether an individual or society is infringing
on the rights orthe other is a matter.of utility (the greatest good for
the greatest number). As 141111 (1859/1947) said, "I regard utility as

,

the ultimate appeal on all ethical questions. but it must be utility in
1 N .-

the largest sense, grounded on the permaneneinterests of man as a.
. - T .,progressive being" (pp. 10-11).

11
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Rousseau and Mill help to lay outsorne conditions fOf utonomy.

By describing thepsychOlojical and inte'llec.tkia l.Vtdoin,i)tdi 'dual
> . , . ,

needs ro declare and maintain independence,oRbusseaq,fo'cuses on cone
. .it4". ' 1

djtions for the development and support of the altorbornolus perton.. N
Mill specifies the limitations or tiouxt4rie s of pers6nal freeclorr in the

..' -

presence of the common good. .;111 - , . '- A. 4 1,,

As we move towards a more concrete consideration of autonomy
o o

in the classroom, Eve find that these,abstract,.speculative concerns

are h 1pful guides. The idea of responsibility to oneself and toa so: 'b,
i., :

ciet has very real implications for education. Pbviously,'Pne,.of the{
L ,.....

j.asks-for,ecliieators is helping students realize where the boundkvies

of their freedom lie"by pointing out where the rights of othbr Indi-
o '

.
viduals or the entire group.of students take over. The educational'

environment is a subset of the total social environment. Of course,

the educational setting is. by its nature more defined and limited than

the society at large, because a designated group of peoplehas the=y
appointed responsibility of planning. monitoring, and as"ges4ng the

growth and learning of another, group.

Appliedspescriptions of AutonoTy

We move now from a,aonsideration of conditions required for

autonomous actipn to the more -fOcused problem of the development of

an autonomous child and the types of educational situations thatsup-

I

sts

h-
po r t that growth. This requires twat we come to grips with #ie chang-

ing developmental nature of young h ns. There 'are two hrajor way

in Which this has been approached:. (d) Educational clinicians describe

autonomy and discuss the kinds of school gnvi r onment s' in which chil-

dren learn t,o behave independently, and flk,) developmental Psycholni ^

.gists tracethe grovSth of individual with respect to autonomy.

a

8
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itu ton orriy in educational settings. During tirtiata three cen-
turies, several educ'ators erne'ged 'who shared cOi-nroo:p elements in

I

their, appro3.ches to the eeluca tiori'of young' children. Dewey, 1Zroebel,

,Montessori,iNeill, ancrPesralo:zii afrfouncied and 1,yrked, in their own
5

schools: Vr,t-iile, thy all Snare a view o,t the child as a growing and

dynamic entity, they ditfer, gften quite sharplj':,'on theft definitions

of education andauto.norny. ' ;

.
.!\1ontesSori (1 Q I 7,'101="1, Pestalozzi 11I-s.?-i l 1 `-10) and, .to some

extent. 'Froebel*(141.!) all derlint at4onomy al ap. act or decisioninet' .

the contsxt.of-a social setting. They exarr,ine-p`ersonal (or psychologi-
,'' ..2cal independence in the larger soietal cohtext. 13.oth

.

Nlontessori and
. ,

Postalozzi refer to autonomy as moralitl.. Lo,/Cious choice, (Jr.-guided, '
fre'edom. AcCording to N;ontessbrl (Standing, 14t,.:), the deeloprrtent

,

of independence-implies 1-1)( grol,ythpof a -elt-conscrouts will. Montls-
.

sort contends that atno(timei,bould chilcirer. oe abandoned to-do what-
.

ever they want, but that th1.5 should he. taught to heave independently

in a caretullyi structuredenvironment where -the 'right choice is rn-

herent in the activit'.. belrevegs that children do trot learn best

from making serious and painful mistakes but Iron-I making.poper

decisions uhder the gthciance of one who is concerned.

Dewey WI(' education rn the light of the continuity

of developing experience (p. 43). For DoWey, personal airtopOrny is '

t`he'graclual outgrowth of the interaction,of thic: unlit islual with his or

her environment. The growth of knclependence comes fr?rn an'under-

*standing of tht con,ecillknces ot action. J)Cv.-e\ris concerriFd with the

balance of personal independence' and th( neecnot social control. He

views the expert nce of control not as something tro,rn which to re,6e1,

but as an -integr L part ot Change., in control lead to changes

in experiences. The wa'y ill which contro,1 iti intl"g'nated into experi-
.

ence and inter allied by the student is a inapt); pclirki of copcentration

.



tpr:.Dewey. Autonomy is the child's continual and growing assumption

of responsibillty.for learning and action. AutonomSr, is not an end 'in

itself.

:While Montessori and Dewey erriplasize a balance between per-

sonal freedom and social freedom, Neill (7960) states that "no one can

have social iieedorn, for the rights of others must be respected. But

everyone shotild have individual freedom" (p. 3cf.,). Of Course, part
-

of 11Phfference is ;emaritit, reflecting not so much .a difference of

opinipn about the re'lationshfpsr between the indrvidual and society,. but
.

differenCe about what cerigtituets freedom (or independence). Dewey

and Montessorikdefifte independence in the context of social institutions,

whereas Neill ,defines it urthe context Of the individual:

t,
Developmental view of autonomy., While neither fkrikson nor

Piaget woulij deny the .importance of a social setting (such as the
r

school) in .which a child can develop autonomous behaviors, ,they. doe
not concern tlfemseTves With enariipailating thAVen4irgiknents to un-

covel the mosessipportive ones.? As developmental psychologists,

5rikson and Pi get do not stress.thellirect teaching of autonomy, the
I

..overt maniptlation of environmental supports, btit concentrate on ob-
. ,.:

likerving and descilbing the emergence Of independent behaviors,from

irtlito adoleescence. .
C .,,. .,

tErikson describes autonomy as starting very early - -as soon as

the child exercises 'the muscular control of "holdrin on and "lettirig,

go." Erikson (I068) states that it'is then that ", the still highly

dependent child. b.egins to exoerience his autonomous will" (p. 1(17),-

, Conditions for the development of autonomy require strong support of

the infant's sense of trust. Clearly, Erikson focuses on the child's

personal sense of autonomy?, but he itecognizes the social nature of

the growth-Of that autonomy. Iregeneral, Erikson describes autonomy

as developing t,o the degree to which te'child experiences success in

10

14
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controlling the environment within and without. As his environment

encourages him to 'stand on his own feet' it must protect him against
meaningless and arbitrary experiences of shame and early doubt"

(Erikson. 1Qb3, p. Thus, we can ptesume that Erikson would

view the role of education a3 supportive and tacilitative rather than

serving theipodeling function or Montessori.

Like Erikson. Plage, (1432.'1%i acknowledges the social nature

of the growth of autonomy. or in his words, the obvious correlation

between cooperation and the consciouspess of autonomy' (p. cL). Al-
,

though Piaget neser describes explicitly the development of attonomy

in the child, it can be Inferred trom his discussions of the growth of

moral judgment that he considers autonomy as a decision integrally

bound with social interaction. According to Piaget, the child's entry
into school,' an emironnunt which encourages social involvement with

pccr:,,-trod a st = ,n the child's lif- that aid him or her in
nsaking decisions. .Freed t rom tne constant siSpervision and constraint

of parents and encouraged to spend increasing' amounts of time with

peers, the school child begins to escape from the belief that the opin-
ions of adults are birrding and immutable. Thus, the child gradually

adopts a position of equality',.ehere 3,he has the ability to make deci-
sions and take responsibility for them. Piaget (1,032/1Qt,;)Mescribes

c
this change as mo\ing trom the stage of 'unilateral respect and the

coercive rule' (p. ,06) to that of mutual respect and rational rules"
(p. 'W. Through per interaction, the' child is exposed to divergent
points of and (11,cm-or- that the idea- Firomulgated by parents are

not the oLly Way aX . it hit,,, The between what the

child has been taught to think and the iews of other-, forces the child
to reassess his or her own opinions and,cttecipons. in short, through
cooperative social interactia on, where the chili_ comes to understand*

disparate points of view and relinquishes dependence upon adult
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s
itithorijy, the child becomes better able to make decisions concerning

his or her own personal opinions.

A

61

+ 4Altho developmental gtsts'have previded evidence ,J, .
that tndepen e in children emerges naturally, educational clini-
cians have encouraged our belief that this. process can be .augmented. . -
by placing children in elerironments that maximize their opportunities

to behave autonomously, Teaching autonomy may benefit the children,

whose natural growth of independence is deficient In some way, as well

as enhance growth in children whose development is proc'eeding at a
. .

normal pace.

Empirical Definitions of Autonomy dt.

We now turn to the task of drawing out the derknitions of autonomy

that underlie a rather large body of recent empirical and experimental

research. In a, sense, the litera,ture we have just, reJiewetl is both

empirical and experimental. however, the work v,,,4're turning to tends

to be more limited in scope, thus ,more in line with studies that are
currently referred to as empirical and exper2.menta\ Clenerally, this

research falls along a continuum from studies emphasizing the.-signifi7

cance of ekivironmentalappoituraties for autonotny to studieS*"empha- .

sizing autonomy as a personality characteristics.
, .

Conditions supporting autonomy. In some of the empiric-al and

experimental research (Flandens, 1 q67: Moore, 1116.'1 Nortan4 I cr70),

autonomy is defined in terms of thts.classectom ccrifclitions tiProvide

opportunities for independent student behay,ior. This research reveals
that opportunities for autonomy arise from a number oCsdurces, such

as the instructional program, teacher behaviors, ii,nd student percep-

tions of learning goals: Moore (4972) desciibes the ways in which

various instructional programs are managed with respect to the..

121 L,
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nurnber and variety of opportunities pro ed for independence. In

this context, he defines autonomy as the degree to which instructional

program,s provide opportunities thr students to assume responsibility
44

for initiating, directing, and evaluatinst thei own learning activities.

Flanders (190) considers Independence as t ose classroom conditions

in wfuch "pupils ` perceive their alttivities to b 'self-directed' " (p. 108).

The environmental conditions that Flanders s dyes are teacher behav-

iors and student percepttnns of learning goals. Norton's (1970) work
8

in student autonomy combines that of Moore and lenders. He,iS con-

cerned with the ihfluence of bat) teacher practice and instructional

programs on student Independence.' He defines independence as the

conditions under which studenids,establith the content, aims, and re-

wards of their learning activities, All three of these researchers
view autonomy as a dynamic state, a state that can be altered by Chang-

ing the environmental opi.,rtanities, tt e. , Ly proviakng more oppor-

tunities to behav,e autonomously. Ho ever, each focuses oh different
, aspects of the environment,

Alt
Unlike Moore, Flanders, and No ton, who determine tlie'degree

of educations opportirhity for autonomy by directly describing the en-

vironmenta conditions.' other research 'rs (Columbiai,Classroom En,-
vironrnents Project, 1071, (soldupp. 107 ) determined opportunity by

observing the behavior of children in s tting and by inferring from

these behaviors the condition of the envi onment; In other words,
although they are concerned primarily with educational opporVnifies

for independence, these researchers. define autonomy not in terms of

ejivir'onmental conclitiolns, but ui terms of the behavior of individuals

in the environment. This behavioral evidence indicates indirectly the

degree to which the particular conditions support autonomy. Goldupp

(107Z) defines autonomy e'S the extent to whi, children carry out learn-
inii; tasks in a.;ocially acctptable manner wit out the supervi4ion of



.controllingadults. She is concerned with the d4ree to which children

manifest self-motivating and self-directive behaviors when placed in

such a situation. *hey display thee behaviors frequently, they are
described as independent and the educational setting is claimed to sup-,
port autonomous behavior. Although Goldupp considers sel,f-linitiative

and self-directive behaviors as important descriptors of independence,

she fails to discuss self-evaluative behavior which is also a major
part of autonomous learning and is inoluded.in the definitions offered.

by'Moore, Flanders, and Norton. In the' Columbia Classroom Eriviran-`

meats Project (CCEP, 1Q71), autonomy is defined as the 'control by
self, of. self's thought and action" (p. 5). If the children1within an edu-

cational setting ale behaving autonomously according to this definition,

then the program implemented in that classehavom is said to provide

opportunities for independence.

Kremer, Perlbeig,:and Pe leg (1Q75) define autnomy in t'erms' of

classes of behaviors and then use this information to develop a strategy

for teaching independence. Like Goldupp and CCEP, Kremer et al.

define autonomy in terms of behaviors (rather than environmental con-,
ditions): however, they use their defintion not to make inferences about

the environmbnt,,but to suggest ways to teach independence within a

given setting. They identify three independent behaviors: (a) identify-
.

ing problems, (b) raising questions, and (c) deciding how relevant a

question IA to the problem at hand by ordering the questions with re-
- ,

spect to the similaritiei irnQng thernrand the problem to be solved.

Clearly, asking the "right'' questions is an important pail of independt
ent learning, but other behaviors should be considered as well.

The empirical and experimental resFarch On autonomy either

foeuses on the environmental conditions that support independence or
.

exalmnes autonomy as a personal4 characteristic. Having reviewed ,

lb
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literature in the former catego y, we turn to the research where

is 4n attempt to determine t degree to which an individual be-

haes Independently. l_"rafortunatel.., "--r#:).-e has investigated both'of

the dirlensions,simultaneoush. In the 1a --ecti--,r of thi, paper,

we /hope to alter is situation by su,gge-tang a strategy for studying

au enorry
'4-

Autonomo s individuals. Among those researchers vv ho are

cerneid with utonomv as a personality cha7acteAstic, some de-

li e Ind ende beihaviors directiv. Otl;tes describe a,utonorr.4,r in-

d redly thrOua, definitions o: dep 4iden.se or perceptions olainclepend-

ce an from these ciefinitions`n-ake inferences about the nature of IR

ndependence. I,
., i lb'

,

" 1 Both B. to i!".71.) an' I-,,rirrermar. (V-72) defin'e autonomy di- -

rectly_. `#Vhil Banta', defuntion.o. ...1,-..ruur..,-; 1,_ ci,..1..t r141-iow, concen-
# -

, 1trating on independence witnin a restricted 'setting, 1.,,rimerrnan's deft-
-, _

,

ninon is bro cl, delineating criteria or detern ming autorOmous ac-
t

tion_s. According to Banta, autonomous ber-.'aviJr: are"self-regulating"
and facilitate effectIve(both efficient and expealept) prbblem solvin.

The degree to which a' childis consider4d autonomous is related to the
;',.

number of }ndependent behaviors s /he e'xhibits in a controlled setting.
,

Although Manta claims to be concerned with autonomy, w; suggest that

he may be focusing instead on creativity in problem s_olving,.,'Cl,early,

finding unique solutions lo problems nlay be aiitonnmou,- behas tor.,

However, it is not the itruquene,, o' the final e*rilution that 15 ri mf.as-
)

are of autonon.y, 'it-is the independence 'of the gene .at#ol, of thc sc.lat,on
4

that indicates autonomy. Primer -marl defines autonomy more "broadly

as human behavior that is voluntarN and purpo,iv.e. He advances a ,

"science
#

of autonomy,' a program, fpr ,--ludying human freedom that

. adheres to the criteria of scientific inquiry. In so doing,,he generates



a list of criteria.-for dist-irguishing autonomous acts from those that

are not. Even though his maim focus is to categorize single actions
ti

as either autonomous or not autonomous, he suggests that the degree

to which an individual is autonomous can be determined by Chi! fry-
,

-quency with which s/he behaves. in a purposive and voluntary manner.

Deriving tile definitid'oe of autonomy indirectly., Another group'

of researchers, who consider the personal aspects of autonomy rather
than the environmental Ones, examine autonomy !ndieectly. This

group is composed mainly-of psychologists who examine autonomy

either from its-reflection, dependence, or through the perception of
independence, locus of control.. 'For the most part, the dependence

research consists of behaviorally based studies, whereas the locus of
control literature encompasses studies in,which individuals report per-

cept5ions. By focusing on behaviors and perceptions and by consider-

, irig them stable, these researchers tend to ignore or minimize the sig-
- nifircarice.of the eOviro ental setting In eliciting indeiienderit behav-

iors. Thus, an implication of these definitions wherebehaZdors' and.

perceptions are considered stable personality characteristics is that-
,

educational environments do not have a major effect on a child's be- .

havier.

There are two main reasons'why psychologists have investigated
. dependent rather than independent behavior. First, during infancy and

childhood, dependent behavior is the natural state (Erikson, 1968).

As a result. those researchers who Eave attempted to explip child
development have focused on The dopt:nden; relationship between chil-

dren and adults. Second, an the later years of life, independent behav-

ior is considered normal, whereas dependent,behaviOr is viewed as

abnormal. Because of clinical concerns, psychologists'have focused
&

on antecedents of the maladaptive behaviors. In addition, since
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indepeNence and dependence are typically viewed as opposite poles

on the same continuum, psychologists assume that information about

independence is accumulated while investigating dependence.

In situations whe;e individual's are actually'able to perform

their activities unardqd,' dependent behavior is defined as the reliance
0

on others,for approval, 4ielp, reassurance, or attention (Hartup, -1963;

Mac'coby & Masters, 1970, Parke, 1969). This definition corresponds
i -

to fieath ' (1955a) defir4ion4of ernotionardependenv. Heathers

distinguishes between 'emotionaiand,instrumental dependence. The
.

former invoivis seeking social responses from others as a goal in it-
self aid the latter involves eliciting help from someone.in order to

I

reach a koa. 1. This, distinction echoes Rousseaurs (1762/1963) differ-
_

entiation between dependence upon physical things, which he does not

consider."real" dependence, and dependence upon people, which he

views as limiting, dependent action. Psychologists tend only to exam-
_ ine dependence orApther people. Thus, from the definition of depend-(

ente, it can be Inferred that an independent child does not rely on
others for apprqval, help, or reassurance when caOble of carrying
out an act Unaided. Thi'S assumes that a child knosis when to-ask for

help and when not to do so. In other words, the more autonomous a
child is. the'more 3brlity s/he has in predicting his or_her capability
to car rf out a certain act unaided.

Although many psychologists conside cr-Wfiendence and independ-

ence as ,opposite polei of a behavioral dimension, others view inde-

,pendence as/more than just a lack of dependence: Heller 1a57), .

suggests that undependetice and`dependence are not on the same con -2'

tinuum bec, e "conditions 91 learning might favor simultaneous in-
.

creaSe of both clependenceand independence in many children" (Belier,

1957, p. Zal). Parke (1969) concurs by stating that "independence
0
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often suggests that certain' positive features characterize a ehildis,

social behavior as initiative, self-assertion, unaided and,eftOrtual
striving, in addition to infrequent attempts ,to gain` nu'rturance" from

others (p. 302).

Independence can also be studied by eliciting judgments about

bow autonomous an individual thinks s/he is, on the assumption that

one's perception of independence can affect one's behavior. Psy-

chologists treat these perceptions as stable dispositions and identify

individual differences that make it passible to locate individuals son

ontirium. Individualk at one end of the continuum-perceive the
:'

outcomes of their behavior as a conse'que,nce of their own actions,

that is, they perceive themselves as having an internal locus of con-

trol. The individuals at the other end perceive the outcomes of their

behavior as a result of external factors, that is, they perceive them-

selves' as having an external locus of control. Rotter (1966) suggests,
that a person's perception of the extent to,which s/he has control over
the environment has an affect on his or her behavior. Studies show-

ing a relationship betweeri perception of independence and independent

behavior support Rotter's assumption (Bottinelli & Weizrnann, 1973:

Novicki & Strickland, 1973).

These descriptions of autonomy indicate that the construct,in-

eludes more than mindless actions. Some popular interpretations of

autonomy rest on the assumption that an autonomous person is one

wliose actions cannot be predicted or whose behavior is random.
Adopting such an interpretation is not useful if the goal is to study
autonomy because sti.ch a definition indicates that it can be ,noither

.taught nor studied when seen a.,s a random and unpredictable phenome-

non. From our review, we can-see that a complete consideration of
k

autonomy must include information about of 'actionsthe indi-

vidual pe_rfOrming the acts, and the context in which the actions take

place.

12



Issuts and Strategies .

In this section, ,we discuss the major issues that emerge in the
process of teachingitudents to become autonomous and in the course

of Itadying autonomy. , We alsc, examine the major- strategies to. in-

veitigatiig those issues. Wh ile the definitions ot.autonomy are Yar-

id, 'ranging from broad-based theoretical ones.to narrower empiri-
c ail ones. the major issues cluster around the means of teaching au-

tonomy and the studying of autonomy as a characteristic of a person

or an environment. 116 issues involved in the teaching of autonomy
.4%

'-teenier around designing educational settings in which children can

develop independence. The issues that emerge from studying autono-

relite to the assessment of environments and to the assessment
of individuals and their'actions.

ing Autonomy

An assumption that is made about the teaching of autonomy is

that a child can learn to become more independent, at least with re-,
gard to Spiecific Situations. No universal assumption is made Con-

cerning-the way in which this should be accomplished. In other

words, given that a Major goal is to develop the independence of the

student. different strategies emerge for achieving it. These strate-
gies differ in the degree io which the educational setting intrudes in
modeling "correct;' behaviors.

One group, typified by Montessori (1917/1965), stresses the
construction of an educational environment that guides children to-

r

ward correct decisions and that provides feedback about the deci.-

sion§. Montessori contends that in order for children to learn to
i assume

... 7

responsibility for their decisions, they need to be exposed
to correct principles and then learn why their actions are right.

t,r
e
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According to'..1144rtessori, it is in this way 'that children develop a

sense of responsibility for their decisions, not becakise they feel
coerced to do so, but because they understand the correctness of
their choices.

Another group, represented by Dewey and believes that
far less systematic informAtton needs to be built into the environ-
ment and relies on the consequences of action to teach the s.tudent.

Neill 110601 and Dewey (10c3) agree that children should learn to be

independent or responsible tor their actions by virtue of their mis-
takes as well as from the outcomes ofFtheir correct decisions. Chil-. t
dren learn about the constraints on their own individual independence

by realizing (gaiing feedback from) the effects of their actions ont.
others and on emselves.

Montesfori. Dewey, and Neill all percet.t chthlrends growing'

organisms who must learn to he independent for their own' good as
well as the ,4..00d of society. Although Montessori's approach fat..
teaching children independent behaviors differs from that of Neill
and\ Dewey, all three concur that this can be accomplished by creating
educatiOnal environments which provide opportunities that support
autbnomy. In contrast to educators v.ho focus on designing educa-
tiOnal settings, others concentrate on studying these-environments
empirically.

Between thes-4kwo g Aup,s2lies the unique work of Wang (see

Wang. 1074 Wang F. Siegel. 107^, Wank F. Stiles, 1075a, 1075b).
-Wang b '-iege.-the gip 1-s_et-te.r those who create alficii those v. hc exan.-

ine educational environments by attempting both tasks. In addition
to building and describing these environments, sheNtudied them em-
pirically. In the process of merging several individualized curricula

into a cohesive. adaptive program, Wang restructured the use of

10
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time by taking what had traditionally been divided into subject matter

periods and merging them into a single time unit. Within the larg'er

unit, the children thernsel%esdetermine the amount of time to spend on

a speCific task anci the sequencing of learning activities. Moreover,

for a certain proportion of the activities,' children are perriiitteci to

decide the content of the task. Thus, a typical classroom has chil-

dren working on many different activities. Some of the activities have

been, identified by the lefcher, but the time of doing them is determined

by the chiltl other actiN,itiesare actually chosen by the child. Over a

fOur-year period, Wang st,..mikand studied several classrooms of chil-

1 dren fro,rn three to eight year's in age (Wang f, Stiles, 1`-75b). Wang's

work on these classrooms addresses, several concerns beyond the rnl-

tial, organizational ones. She advocates constructing educational en-

vironments which support the stadent's independence from the teacher

in the pelormance of a range of a,,signed tasks and in the definition

and evaluation of new activities. Put the_ work goes beyond develop-

ment and into experimental research on these emnronments. The

results of her work lend support to -the idea that if the environment
ssternatically2 support autonorrous behavior, the children not only

act independently, but also perceive their acts Is independent.

Educators who deal with the issue of teaching autonomy agree

that educaticrnal environments can and should be designed to support

the growth of independence in children, ilkSvever, the environments

they create dieter. Clearly; -there is not lust ole best environm'ent:

for teaching autonomy, but a variety of classroom situations that
offer oppotunities for children to act ind'ependeftly. The practical

2With respect to "systematically, Wang ridge Monteslirri
',and Dewey, for she describes a carefully constructed environment

that permits the child to learn from mistakes.-
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work of Dewey at the Laboratory School, Montessori at Casa des Barn-

binos,.and Neill at SummerIcill'provideg evidence for 't/e necessity ".

and possibility of ejsystematically developing independence in children
by providing opportunities that fosteroautonomeoufactivity.

Assessing Environmental Opportunities for Autonomy

The autonomy of the developing childgin an educitional setting is

the concern not only of educational developers but also of researchers.

Although some researchers (espetially psychologists,) who stu4 aix-

tonomyview it as a stable personality characteristic, others perceive,
.

independence as a changeable, dynamiC, teachable phenomenon. It ,

is useful, therefore, to describe and study educ'ational,environments

that provide opportunities for independence, the child's utilization of
these opportunities, and the effect of this utilization on thg probability
of the °Child's continuing to behave independently in the future. No one

'researcher has considered all of these topics in a comprehensive
fashion. Each investigates the one topic that is most compatible with
his or her own view of autonomy.

Moore (1972) examined instructional programs in order to
assess the degree' to which each provides opportunities for students
b behave' independently, 'i.e., to control the preparation, execution,
1 .- --,...,,

#nd evaluation of their own learning activities. Moore asserted that
opportunities for the student to assume responsibility for learning

can occur only in instructional programs in which the teaching behav-

iors are executed apart from the learning behaviors. He labeled this
kind of instruction "distance teaching" and explained that such an'ap-

proach requires that communication between teacher andolearner.be

carried out through written, electronic( 9r mechanical media as in
television, programmed. computer- assisted, or correspondence
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inst Moore reviewed some 2.000 articles ribing instrUC-

ti laalprogrtm involving distance teaching and classified each accorcl;.
....ing to whether it ermitted students to control the preparation, execu

0 - --,
fion, and evaluati n of learning activities. Altlionugh Moore ernolo*ved

his schema to clas-sify instructeonalcmethods from written descrip-
1 e

tions on1V, it seems plausible to as rue that it could be used for cate-
gorizing programs that can he obse yed directly. Since we are.con-

. cerned primarily with describing opportunities for autonomy in actual
classroom settings, we are interested only in schema that can be

` used for direct observel.tion.
. ,

Qolciupp's (1q72, interests Le in contrasting ,a traditional sS-
.

roam with an open one with respect to the degree of a.utonorny that

each one supports. T nlike \Wore, who examined descriptions of edu-

cational settings,',,uittapp the amount of support fbr autonomy

by manipulating the presence of t-if teacher to deterrnit'ie its impact

on ftudent hehavior. In oth r words, she observed and recorded the
behaviors of children in both traditional and,open claSsrooms, with

and without addlt superision., Then, she noted shuts in the group's
hehaviccr--(Forn the attTho-ed to the unattended situation. A small shift

indicated that children work under their own motivation and direction

as:well as under thy rnOtiation and direction of The seachier. She

inferred that the smaller the behavioral shift, the more opportunities
therZIwere in the educationA.'environrnent for independent behavior.

riven this definition of autonomy, the results ofCgIdupp's study indi-

,c2te thaopencl4ssrooms support more autonomy tnan do traditional
ones. Golduperobserved behaviors and drew conclusions about the

classrooir, in which these behaviors occurred, but stoppb.d short.Of

describing exactly what it was about the setting that caused it to be
supporikive of independent activity.'

'kr
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Theiolumbta Classroom. Environments Project (1411/r) was altl.)

concerned with assessing the degree to vshich,tri,tructiorial prograrps

supported autoncfnious: behas tor in Children. '11 orcif r t-o ealuatt. pro-
\

0 grams, they develoue,' Dtt, -ott. it-, .1 -clt,ttt et. .,rat

for in classroom situations tiat pr.osideu child ri n tit% opoortuntiVo

be independent. Sort children used the opportunities, others did,

not. FroM these observation%, CCEP made interences about the level.

of autonomy that a particular program supported. Eut CCEP corm- s

somewhat closer, than Goldupp to describing Which spc:cific environ;

mental,,oppOrtunities affect the independence of the children.

Although Flanders (1Q671. and Pren-,cr, Perlberg, and Peleg

(1975) also studied ent.ironrnental opportunitie's for independence ,

they" focused on a subset &I the enironrnent, to aching techniques.

They examined the ways in which teachers intlui hcc child's inde-

pendence rather than.the ways the instructional oro_.;-.;ar affects fit -

or her level of autonomy. Flanders de\.eloped hvOotheses concerning

the effects of teacher behaviors on the beha .ions pi the student. He

hsipsed that these hypotheses would contribute to a theory of 'instruction

by identifying general patterns of teacher influence that proauce:pre--

dictable responses in children. Most of Flanders' hypotheses were

drawn after iriense, systematic obsex-4tion of teacher and dudent4
interactions, but have not been ,,alidated,by measuring the impact on

'student behavior

Bern r9et al. (I (A7.--,) focused on identifying a teaching strati.

aimed at increasing teacher,' competencies in developing puel

and independent learning. Since they belielieu that indepervint lern-
ing consists of the fluency with which the student .dent,.le, Rt-rioit

raises questions; and determines 11'6w relevant the qvestions arc to'

the problem to be solsed, they developed a teaching method based on
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student questioning. This appfoach utilized games, simulation, peel-

teaching, and micro-teaching to optimize opportunity for students to

ask questions.

To comprehensively study the autonomy of children, classroom

opportunities that support autonomous behavior must be described,

utilization of these opportunities must be obs.erved, and the relation-.
ship between utilization and the individual's level of autonomy must

be determined. All aspects of environmental opportunities should be

documented, not Just the characteristics of the instructional program
v(Moore) or teacher influence (Flanders). A greater'range of inde-

pendent behaviors need to be examined, not only self-motivation and

self-direction (Goldupp) orquetion-asking/ability (Kre ier et al. ).

Only by combining the issues can autonomy uran educational setting

be properly studied.

Autonomy as a Personality Characteristic

Another group of researchers focuses on autonomy es a predis-

position toehave in a pdrticular way.' These researchers are inter-
, J-
ested in obServ7ng.behatrior t'o determine whether it is autonomous.

In general, the concern Is not with inferring something about the im-

mediate environment, but with making inferences (from behavioral
observation) about ah.indillidual's predisposition to act independently.

Both. Banta (19701 and Pirirriernian (1-972) studied the autonomy
41' a

of.individuals. Manta detined autonomy as the creative behaviors

exhibited by children and studied then, in simulated situations where

each child is'askect to perform manipulative' taskss According to

Banta. all,these activities require creative "self-regulating" behav-
iors, i.e.. behaviors which leaf(' to efficient and effective problem.

solying. Banta observed a child in this setting, recorded his or her.

4
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responses to the prOblems, and determined the strength of the child's
predisposition to behave autonomously. The'one que*tion that re-
mains unanswered 14 whether these behaviors will be matntained in

a real classroom s.ettine (rNather than a simulated situation.) with cog-
.

nitivse(r.ather than manipuLativel*opportunities to sclvc prc,bierr.F..

Krimerman (1972) employed a list of behavioral characteristics

:(criteria) to determine whether any discrete actor decision was au-
tonomous. If an individual manifested the identified behaviors, s/he

was considered independent, otherwise, the individual was not charac-
terized as autonomous. Thus. Kritnerman introduced the significant
idea of cumulative behavior, as the descriptors ,of personality.

.41

Psychologists focus op the personality characteristic aspect
s.

rather than the environmental dimension of autonomy. However, they
do not define autonomy directly and then study it. For reason sug-

a,*
gested in the definition section, psychologists deal with independence

through its reflection, that is, dependence. Most of their studies
focus On the 'problems of whether dependent behavior is (a) innate

or learned, (ID) stable or unstable,. or (c) unicilmensional or multi-
dimensional. The first two concerns are of importance to ed;.icators

who focus on teaching independence or on studying environmental sup-
ports. These researchers need to know about the nature'of an indi-

vidual's independence before they can create or examine educational
opportunities for independence to be manifested. Teaching autonomy

or providing environmental supports far it depend on the extent to

which autoncirriv can be modifibd progrrns and social struc-
tures in the classroom. The latter concern is, especially significant
for the imestigation of the impact of environmental mankpulations.

Origins of dependence. Psychologists hOld two positions about

the origin of dependence. f- )me view irarinstinctive. whereas
.
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others view ependence as a lorned characteristic. According to

psychoanalytic theory (Erikson, 19t3, 1968, Parens -.S. Saul, 1971),

the nature and form of dependence is a consequence of developmental

fixations.. In other words, the instinctual behaviors that emergie
-

auring''a child's development can, at times, be disrupted by the en-
vironment, e.g. , parental control. .These developmental disrup:
tions.result in the formulation of an :ndividtial's personality. At the

earliest stages of life, dependent behavior is necessary fsir self-

prese5vation. While this dependence is univ sal during,early child-
hood. in later' development, independence4begin unless the child's

development has been disrupted in some way during the stage of .

dependency. This disruption results in the retention of the charac-
teristic of dependence even during adulthAi. Erikson (1963, 1968)

identifies the earliest stages of anal muscle coordination as the point

at which independence naturally begins.

Another group of tiheOrists, typified by hoWlby (1958, 1969),

suggests that the infant has a.n innate tendency to seek affectional

proximity with another person. This tendency develops in every

human being because it is a necessary act of survival. In contrast
to psychoanalytic theory, Bowlby adds that the kature and form of

dependence are consequences of the characteristics of the environ-s
men" rather than developmental fixations. It is interesting to note
that while these psychologists view dependence as the natural, origi-
nal state from which humans emerge,`Rousseau views independence

as the natural state of childhood that is often corrupted by, society;
into dependence.

In opposition tothe se instinctive theories of dependence, a third

group of researchers contends that dependence is learned and that
early childhood is the crucial learning period. These theories 'attribute

el
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the differences among individuals in dependent behaviorto the uniq

set of experienCes and learning opportunities of -each individual. Al-

though
irthough researchers used to hold the position that dependencOwas a i

drive, that view has lost acceptance in the last decade and has beer.
replaced by the position that dependence is a habit or a set of `rein-

forced behaviors.i, Originally, advoca'te's of the drive model (Bandura
.

A SxWalters, 1959: Gewirtz, 1956a, .1956b: Sears, Whiting, Nowlis, &

Sears, 1953) described dependence as a secondary drive derived fm
. 1

the spontaneous character of dependent responses that are4libCreated

in situations where nurturance or affection ii withheld and in'creased

in cases where substantNil nurturance is given. However, ii 'their

later writings, Bandura and v./afters (1963), Gewirtz (1961,,11972),

and Walters and Parke
41

(1964) describe deperfdence as habit/ or a set -.

of behaviors acquired as a result of some combination of ierieralf
... ,

'.- anxiety or arousal 4ftcts, riddeling phenomena, and/or rerant ,

learning through direct reinforcenient.
. 1 ..J ,. )

Stability of dependence. Both the instinctive and thf lea/fling

theorists treat dependence al:fa stable characteristic. Whilethe .

latter emphasize the environmental factors in the development of

this predispcisition, lie ormer tel to minimize them. According '

to both approaches,' ,t o1-agedchildren have already acquifed

stable dispositiens to beha ependentlyox- IndeRendently and edu--

cational "programs cannot be expected to affect this behavior.

In recent yearto; however, p- chologists haVe changed their

view tht,t,F;e'rsonality characteristics ar e.1 Some research

(ske EndlL., 1973; MItchel, 19681973) has shown that behatr-

ior is partizery derived from certain tendencies, it

can be affecited by a variety of stimuts conditiont and modified by,

environmental Changes. Such'apos'ithon suggSts that the ,dependent
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behavior of'an individual 1.4 affected stronA by situational cue.4..
peIrson is expected to behai.e consistently across sitiib.tionVOn.ly to

the extent that similar behavior leads, or is expected to )1 , to
similar consequences across those condition, (see Miscke (1973):_,

Knocyleage of individual (lifter. rice, ,alone ofterrtells ustlitt e about
3

ow a particular individual will behave unless if is conitbined with tn.:

fo mation about the conditionS that influence the beh'avilor. In itfesti-
gati g dependent or independent Liehasior, it is necessary to under-
stan the structure,of the ituaticn'that may encpurage o'r, discourage
such b hayiors. a bais, we can extrapolateAo chil-
dren in e cla,sroorr cino can be expected to exhibit different-behav-
iors unde different sets of oncntions.

Dime ionali.y o' dependence. Another concern of psychblo-
g.sts is shed del, ndcr,-. be They examine
the issue of wh thei- dependence is unidimenstonal, that is, a single
set of highly cor elated behaviors, or whether it is multidimensional,
that is, multiples is of uncorrelatec. behavior,. Several studies re-.
port high intercom r at ions among different measures of dependence
(see ) eller, I 95; , 1' -71, others do not (see ueceirtz, 1°564', 19561o:

Heathers. 1055a,' 195.1 Sears, 1963), Maccoby and Maste.r$ (1970)
'noted that there is a lac of consistency among different measures
of dependenge when dir?ec observation was used and a fairly high
degree of cisistency when elf -ratings,were used. A possible ex-
planation for the differences t these. findings is that observations
are based on specific behavior usually withoutstandardization of
eliciting conditions, while rating,. tend to be global and affected by
the general impression A the rate

- In this section, basic issues s rrounding atitonorny in education
have been reviewed. What are the co onents of autonomous behavior' )
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Can autonomy be taught') If it can be taught or is susceptible to

changes in the environment, how should one teach it If autonomy

can be taught, how do we best Construct and Issess an environment

with respect to it--by measuring the environment directly or meas-

uring the impact on children' or loth', If autonomy is not susceptible

to teaching, what is its nature And how should it be measured', In

reviewing the major issues suilihundinca'utonomy, we have seen that

it)is necessary to simultaneously gain information about the type of

environment under consideration and thy individual's behavior in that
# -

environment.

If autonomy is. a totally stable characteristic deterniined either

at birth or at an extremely early age, then it is not an issue for edu-

cators (at least not a manipulatable one). On the other hand, if au-
-1

tonomy is totally situation--specific, varyipg almost randomly ir,oach

circumstance, then again it is not an outcome on which educators,

must spend time. One, of the major problems in considering out-

comes that are beyond, the usual purview of education is that features

that are common to cognitive outcomes may no longer, hold. We

assume, for example, that if a child learns to read in one classroom,

the basic skill will remain unchangted in a new setting. This is not

the case for social,' emotional, or attitudinal skills. Clearly,` we

feel that environments which support autonomous behaviors are likely

to have an impact that is somewhat durable. We feel researchers

should concentrate on how to assess indivicittals' behaviors tand en-

vironments with respect to autonomy in order to increase the proba-

bility that individuals will exhibit autonomous behaviors.

Instrumentation

It is clear that the study of autonomyis complex. There are a
I

vaniety of definitions for taUtonomy, numers issues that relate to'
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autonomy, as raspy irviestigative strategies as there are issues, and

a great many techniques available for assessing autonomy and related

constructs.

The systematic investigation of autono-ny has been strongly

influenced, if not circumscribed, by the specific instruments used
to'measure the phenomenon. As is often the case, instruments
originally constructed to estimate a phenomenon eVentually begin to

define the scbpe and substance of it. Probably the most blatant exam-

ple of this rs intelligence tests. More subtle examples are instru-

ments that purport t9 measure nonverbal communication and motiva-

tion. Both of these constructs have become defined by their measures

rather than tlte other way aro.itind.,
.4.4

The literature on autonomy reveals that the three methods most

commonly used to measure independence are observation, self-report,
, A

and projective techniquesThese techniques vary 1,si4he directness
with which cthey tap the construct they are intended to measure. For...-
instance, measurement is most direct with observation schedules
because they facilitate the recording of directly observable behaviors.
Measurement with self- report instruments is less direct because it,
requires an individual to report behaviors that have not been observed.
finally, the least direct measurement technique is projective. This

technique requires an individual to react to a stimulus that does not
describe the behavior of 1ntere4, but from whi1h the behavior is in-

,

ferred. In this section, we examine the techniques that have been
developed to measure autonomy and elated constructs and discuss the
limitations that they impose on the concept of autonomy in education.
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Observation Schedules

A wide variety of schedules for observation including cheCk-

lists, frequency counts, and rating scales are used t.c record an indi-,
vidual's independent behaviors in particular circumstances 'or to

describe the situational opportUnities that support such behaviors.

The settings in which these observations are made range from
naturalistic to simulated ones. Although the directness of measure-
ment with observation schedules insures face validity, the specificity ti

of the situation being observed limits the gerieralizability of the find-
ings. However, the limitations of this technique do not seem to
restrict its use by researchers attempting. to measure environmental
opportunities that support autonomy or psychologists measuring the
characteristic of.dependence,

4 -

The majority of researchers involved with del treating the oppoi
tunities supporting independent behaviors use observation schedulX
(CCEI:', 1971. Coldupp, 19702: Moore, 1972). Moore's (1972) instru-
Ment is a checklist forarecording whether programs of instruction

_provide opportunities for students to control various aspect's of their

lear'ning.- Moore breaks down the process of learning into three

stages; preparation, execution, and.dvaluation. By observing an

instructional program directly or by reading a:written description
of the way it is supposed to operate,' a trailed individual can deter-,

-mine whether the program priciieopportunitis for a student to
'prepare, .exicti,04. Pd evaluate his or her own learning

Thus., each instructional program is associated with a triad of the
letters A and N (A represents autonomous, NJ:stands for. not autono-

, mous), eAch,letter indicating whether the student can carry out each
of the three stages of learning. For example, a program described
as "NAN' on Moore's ilfstruinent provides opportunities,Jor students
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to.control the execution of their leatng activities, but does not per-
mit students to initiate or evaluate .the activity. Moore's approach

to the measurement of ernironmental opportunities for autonomy has

two Wealciosses. First; the schema lacks detail. It ctn be used

only toclassify programs on a very broad-basis. The categories

nee.d to be refined so that instructional programs can be rated on a
multipoint rating stale rather than a simple dichotorndus one. Second,

Moore's schern'a concentrates on proision oi the opportunities
for autonomy and neglects the issue of whether these opportunities

are utilized.

The instr`uments created by Goldupp and CCEP are used to

determine how Much tndepefident actiyilir a particular' environment

supports. sing these, observation schedules, an individual canilkeep
,

a tscord of the behaviors exhibited by childre in a fairly pnaltereci

classroom setting and f torn this record s/1ic can incer the degree of

autonomy that the environment supports. With Golduppl5 (1972) obser-

vatrion schedule (Classrooz'n Attitude Observation Schedule, CAOS),

a trained observer can scan a classroom and record what each child

is doing and with whom s/he is Working. The categories of activity

rztrige from Working-on a- variety of- academic subjects or artistic

projects to manifesting inappropriate, behaviors such as yelling, wan-
dering. interfering with another child's work, etc. By recording the

children's activities both when there is a teacher present and when

there is not and by analyzing any shift% in activities between these two

observations. 1;oldupp infers the let el of autonomy that the environ-

ment supports. The problem with GoldupR's approach is that those

specific characteristics of the setting that support independent activity
are not delineated.'

$'
The Columbia Classroom Envirtnrnents Project(1q71 ) developed

several complex schema with whiCh a trained observer can record,the
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behaviors of individual childre,n in a real classroom setting or in a

simulated on;. From these recorded behaviors, the degree of autonomy
that the environment supports can be interred. Of the five CCEP obser-

.

,va'tion schedules (BORIS. IRIS JURIS. BESIS, and PRIN), two, JURIS

and PRIN, are especially relevant to autonomy and locus of control.

JURIS permits an analysis of students' self-descriptions in terms of
how they describe interactions between themselves and others (see 4.L.

CCEP, 1971, pp. 87-105). PRIN permits an analysis of students'

self-descriptions in terms of internal or external control ,(se p. 152

Wand following).
'

Psychologists tend. to rely on observation as altriethod fo-r assess-
_

ing the.degree to which an individual is dependent rathei.'4,h&n inde-

pendent. In naturalistic settings, observe and record
children's dependent behavior toward teachers, parents, and peers
.(see Heathers, 1955b; Sears, Rau, f. Alpert, 1°4)5). The observation

schedules used in these studies enable an individual to monitor the

frequency and magnitude of those behaviors that reflect the child's

need for affection, attention, approval, help, or physical nearness.
Frequently, psychologists create artificial situations in laboratGiries
where they can observe and record dependent behavior (see Gewirtz,

1956a, 1956b. Heathers, 1953, Smith, 1958). For example, Smith
(1958) brought mothers and their children to`a laboratory where the

. children were observed through one-way mirrors while, playing with

toys. The observers recorded both the type and frecluency ot: the

child's responses that were direLtred to elicit help or attention, from

the mother. Occasionally, researchers employ more subjective
me/hods such as rating scales to record observations. In several
studies (Beller, 1055". Hartitp, 195R), teachers or peers are re-
quesIed to obser;e an individual and to rite that individual on the
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degree Of independence s/he exhibits. _Clearly, the danger in using

rating scales to judge observations is that a "halo" effect may occur,-
threatening the validity of the ratings.

%e1!- Report Instruments

The self-report 'technique is a less direct rilethOti of Measure-.

ment than observation. While observation schedules are used as a
frarriework to obserye and to record behaviors manifested in a aafrticu-

larsituation, self-report instruments require the respondent to tell
about the way s/he would behave in a particular, situation or about per-
Cdptions of the way s !he has behaved in a past situation. From such
a report, those behaviirs that the respondent would actually manifest
in the situation must be inferred. withinthe area of autonomy, few
self-report instruments have been developed to measure independence,

ut several have been created for measuring the related constructs of
dependence and locus of control. With these instruments, researchers

-claim to be measuring an individual's predisposition to behave in a par-
ticular way. In other

../
words, researchers feel that self-report instru-

ments can be used to tap a stable trait or personality characteristic.
Since most researchers believe traits to be independent of surround-
ings, the instruments are not situation-specific but can be administered
unr any circumstances. Some of these instruments have been adapted
for use with small children although they were not originally developed
specifically for them. The majority of self-report instruments use
rating scales or mtiple- choice questions.

Three instruments designed to measure independence were con-

structed bY'Sones flq671,' Groth (1Q72), and Wang and Stiles (1975a).

Since Jones defined autonomy as the reverse of authoritarianism,* he

was able to construct an Instrument for measuring autonomy by simply

reversing the California F-scale items that measure authoritarianism.
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The new instrument is referred to as the Pensacola Z-scale. The

66 Z-scale items require that a respondent describe hii or her behalf-

ior, values,, and self-concept. Each item on the forced-choice ques-

tionnaire has two possible answers: One is an independent choice and

the other is an authoritative or dependent one.

Groth's (19-72) instrument requires the subjects to select three

people frpm a list of six (God. governInental leadersaprents, teach-
ers, friends, myself) who are most important in determining how they

deal with specific problems. Those who choose myself as first choice

are considered autonomous. Although the instrument created byWang

and Stiles (1975a) also measures independence, it is different from the
other two because.it is an interview father than a s- inistered

questionnaire: it is a14o situation specific. The terview, the Self-

Responsibility Interview Schedule (SRIS), consis of a series of open-

ended questions about what tasks the child is c Trying out in the class-
.

room and who has responsibility for_theselecti of these tasks. The

degree to which the child expresses that s/he, rather than the teacher,
controls his or her own learning indicates the degree to which the child

cc

is autonornous.N. In a similar but less extensive fashion, Leinhardt

(1972) used open interviews with children to asses the environmental

support for autonomy.

Self-report instruments are used more widely to measure those

constructs related to autonomy. Some researchers attempt to atisess

dependence using selected response patterns from long inventories of

,questions. For example, Ilavran (1954) used portions of the Minne-

sota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (Hathaway & McKinley, 1942).

Lik)eWise, Cairns and Lewis (1962) extracted portions of the Edwards

Personal Preference Schedule (Edwards, 1953) in order to measure

dependence. Others attempt tq measure locus of. control, the extent
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o which a .person perCeives ms'elfa or he.rself as6independent, using

$elf-report inst.rurnents t t incorpske rating scales. The onesed
most widely for adults is the-Int ,-nal-External Cootrol Scale (Rutter,,

1966) Those employed primarily with children are Bialer'S Children's

ocus of Control Scale (Bigler, 19t-112-"'..ntellectualAchievernent Re-

,sponsibility,Ckiestionnair (Crandall, Katkovsky, 2S Cr'andall, 1965),.
.64

and the Nowicki- rick1( Scale IN awicki e. Strj.cicland, 1 q73). Al-

ittough jhe sel
6

epor. ,truments at have ll,ejn developed to meas-

ure autonomy and' its related co ts are numerous, they are gen-
-erally unsuited for the-assessment of autonomy in educational setting

net 'Qnly because few are, designed for children, but also because ev n

fewer are designed to be sensitivs enough to measure differences in

the educloatioaaY environment,

Projective Tests

The projecteve te.chnive the least ch,iect method .c.40 measure-

meht, is used by psycholo.gistsattempting to measure the trait of

dependtnce, Projecti've tests consist oheinstructured stimuVto which

,an idual rs required, to respond with the assumption tIrtt the re-

spons s'iridicate a tendency to b7173v'e dependently. in othei'words,
- the users of projectiee tests assurnt' that a deeper fsuth about an In511-,:'

vidual's need to be de endent is ceeealed thro,Ugh a projectio001 per-

sonality onto a rei,itral s*irrulus. These tests have low facetzaluiiry

because they are neither a framewor-s with which to observe dependent
. 44114

behavior nor do they- dirlith pose any'questton- about dependence.

Despite their low face v. tit, the results-ottained from thee tests
are considered be 4enera zaVe over a Wici:ewar,tty of situations.

To measure depe enee, boa': Fitzgerald (1958) and Kagan and

Mus'sen (1956) used the Therreettic t\pperceptipii Test oeveloped

/
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Murray (1943). Lubin, and 7uckerman11962) employed the
. Rorschach created by Klopfer and Kell); (1.946). ,Rue,1;4ush and Waite

, (1961) used' the Holtzman Inkblot 'lest (lioltzmanitl 958). 'Two other
projective measures ot clependenc.. requiring written ra.ther: than

..
verbal productions on tA part of the subject,' are the Sun Drawing

ItTest.(Loqey, 19711 and the sentence Completion Test (Lanyon, 1972.).,

For all of these tests, the responses of the subjects must be inter-.
10,

pi.'eted in terms of an established.. ofcoding "system. The advantage of
measuring with projective tests is that they tend to be resilint to
day-to-day fluctuations. Thu 'they can serve as a useful diagnostic
tool for clinical_ intervention in-ca here an inclividuij tends to be,

abnormal with respect to dependence. For precisely that reason,
44

however, these tests are not useful f-or °assessing the °development of

,independence in children, in c ssroom. I
.

4
We have reviewed e,e117rpe (41 instrumentation observation

self-report, and pFojective. Each type yields differeftt infortnatioli
-,I

and rekeriXs,' to some extent, what is meant by autonomy. Whether
categorical frequency count4' or ratings,. observation schedules tend

: to be ?lexible and situation- specific. However, they do not yield if'-

formatioq'about the thought processes or decision making of a child
because thr4 reflect Only exhibited behavior's. Whether forced- choice

,-,

. . .0",..,, ..

or open-'es*ded interviews, self' report instruments rifeflect a percep-
1

tion of past or future behtiviori. They tend to be more general ar
less situation-specific than observation schedules. They do not gen-

berate informatiok about only reports of behaviws.
Prolective tests gen6nate information about an individual's personality

1,
ofwhich the individual may or may not be aware or with which the

kn ividual,,May or may not agree. In some cases, the result's of these
4 .

test may be predictive of general tendencies toward certain behavior
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patterns. Currently, the observation and self-reporting techniques

seem to be the most promising devices for studyinLthe impact of

:educational efforts in developing student autonomy.

Approach to the Further Study of Autonomy

Having considered the various definitions of autonomy and having

examined the major issues, strategies, arid instruments'that have been
suggested for its invistigation, we are in a position to propose our own

strategy for studying student autonomy in the classroom. -We do this
goywithout formulating a rigid set of rules to be followe4ul with hopes

that we will;provide some clarity and structure to the subject by offer-

ing a way in which to:proces.O. *. 3

.*
Towards, a Definition so

According to our definition, autonomy can be manifested in a

situation inwihich a choice is available to the child. This choice must

include at lest two realistic alternatives. Further, the Child must

be,aware of the choice, have the capacity to consider the consequences

pf the available alternatIves, and have the 'ability to seek' informationt, t la
about either the choice or the consequences. Finally, we limit our

discussion to choices that the child makes in classroom situations.

We assume that children differ in theirilindensy to behave au:
ii

tonomously when given the opportunity to do so. We take for granted

that this tendency can increase or dt*crease depending on the,enyiron-
. atmerit to which,a 4kild is exposed. Fu.er, we assert that achilVs#

-tenancy to behave independently will increase if that child is exposed
. IIto an environment which permits morerather than less independent

behavior., regardless of'the degree to which the chil asinitially an

-inFiependent person. In other words,. ,given two children with similar

tend,encies, to be independent, the child in the more supportive and

4/3
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instructive environment will develop more autonomous behaviors than

the other.

Actions can be 'autonomous only in situations in which there is

the possibility of "inforrned" choice. At a minimum, such a situation

exists when there is a choice bett4en doing and not doing something.

At a maximum, such a situation exists when the action to be engaged

in is generated by the, individual, the manner of executing it is decided
by the individual, and the assessment of the act is made by the indi-
vidual. In.this case, 'the individual identifies the goal, defineslrie

mechanisms for reaching it, and assesses the success of the attempt
4

to obtain the goal. In educational settings, such situations are rare
and those that exist are diffic.tilt to observe.

In order' to use a definition of autonomy for empirical investiga-

tion within a classroom setting, two requirements must be met. First,
ahy attempt to define autonomy must be stated in a why which permits

one to draw reasonably direct educational conclusions. Soine blithe

approaches we have discussed are usefill as a basis, but theirhuht be
transformed into a more practical form: Second, it must tier'Ninem-

7.

berethat we are dealing will; young children and that we a4 study.
ing an environment in which adults must take considerable control.
Any definition must take these facts int& account. a

.

Autonomy is possible wheriat least two alternatives are real s-

tically available. Thus, in order to study the development of; autonomy

in educational' settings', information is needed not Bnlyjabouttlinchild

but also about the settings. The interaction 8/ these two',is displayed 4/,..

in Figure 1. The top of Figure 1 is labeled "UtilizhilOrrof Opportunity.

The column headings are. "Child Uses Opportunity",ancr"Child Does

Not OseOpportunity. " These column headings to a ,childtS actionts,

i.e. , they,,refer to-situations in which a childutililzes does not utilize,

40
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dip UTtLIZATION OF OPPORTUNITY

Child doe not Child uses

se opport nity opportunity

Child is
given

control

SChdd
is not
given

control

Figure -1 klassfwatrons tcir the study of euvsnomy
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opportunitiato,behave.autonomously (makes'clecisions about the learn-

ing environment). The side of Figure 1' is labeled "OpPortudilty Pro-
.

vided," which indicates whether the opportunity is offered fora child
,

to control or to make choices about various aspects of the environment.

These opportunitie's refer to the implicit and'explicit rules of the classa.

room. The interaction of rows and coPurrins yields four possibilities.

A child does not exercise control this given--that set
of actions is considered dependent.

2. A child exercises control that is given--that set orac-
tions is considered independent.

'..3. A,child does not exercise control when that control is not
given - -that set of actions is considered obedience.

4. A child exercises control when thatflbontrol is not given--

that set of actions is considered rebellion or disobedi-
ence.

Clearly, any action can be misjudged because.of a failure either to
understand the provision or the utilization of opportunity. This scheme

is simply an attempt to select among behaviors those that are most
likely to be autonomous and those that are least likely to, be mijudted.

Two ptints that should be emphasized are not readily apparent
from Figure 1. .First, the set of behaviors within any given row or

column continuous and the barriers between cells are somewhat

arbitrary. Second; within calls, some behaviors will pi o..e to be

more significant than others in terms Of how representativeythey are

of each bf the four behavioral categories.

A Strategy for StUdying Autonomy in a Classroom

Having specified the kinds of situations with which we are con-

cerned, we turn to the development of an appr'oach for investigating
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Autonomy in natural settings. As stated earlier, the Nork must pro-

ceed along two dimecsions,simultaneously: the gaining of information

about the educational environment and about the student. The ultimate

goal is to measure changes in levels of student autonomy that are
attributable to educational factors and to be able to design the most

effective educational environment for the development of student au-

tonorny.

What we propose to investigate is that set of circumstances in_

which the child exercises control that is given to him or her eithe4
implicitly or explicitly (upper right-hand cell of Figure 1). We are

excluding from,consideratiorf two situations: the one in which ik child

exercises control which is not given (lower right-hand cell), i.e.,
when there is disobedienceand the one in which there is obvious

1100)beclienee (lower le?t-hand cell). It,is possible, of cRuLse, that in

reality the acts are independent (i. e. , the child is exercising con-

scious Choice); however7--it would be difficult to assess these acts.

Also, we exclude temporarily from consideration the study of autono-
my in extremely rgstrictixe environments where all observable assqr- .
tions of choice are, by definition, disobedience. And, we expect tb

'have to ellininaie situations in which the child is allowed to do any-

thitig, thus making it difficult to distinguish between simple reaction

aad premeditated action.

Gaining information about the setting. Given the interactive

nature of the- environment and the child in determining the degree to

which an anion isvautonomous, it is appropriate to devise a plan for

obtaining information abput the setting hnd the child. In order to gain

information about...the environment, we must generate a comprehensive

fluting of thee.opportunities for autonomy. This listing must be general,

i. e. , usable acr2ss a wide 'vikkety of settings. To do this, we recom-

(/ ment listing the implicit and explicit rules in widely differing educattynal
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settings across a somewhat narrow age band. urrently, we believe

that opportunities to engage in autonomous behavior fall into three

main categories: (al Within a classroom there may be 2pportwities
N

to engage in managerikactivitieS, for example, sharpening pencils,
getting paper, and obtaining hall passes, '(b) there may be opportuni-

4i

ties to' take part in- social behavior,- that is, to decide with whom to

work, with wftom to converse, and when to start and stop such inter-
,

actions; and (c) there may be opportunities to engage in cognitive

activities, that is, to make decisions about which subject matter to
study, how to study it, and at what pace to do so.

To some extent, a hterarchy is assumed among these categories.
The opportunities and behaviors surrounding cognitive activities are

considered more significant for the development of autonomy and more

complex to perform than those surrounding managerial ones. Also,

some actions may involve more independence than others, e. g. , those
acts that are most conducive to the long-rarige deArlopt-nent of indej

pendent behavior. However, at this point we have no empirlial evi-

dence for differential w-eighting them. We will start.off by well-
ing each behavior equally. Eventually, a more formal weighting sys-

tem or ranking should be empirically developed. This should include

inform4tion about the probability of an action taking place and the value

assigned to the action/ he children and adults. Once a general check-

*list is developed, a c list can be compiled for each setting in

, which investigation to be carried out. For example, if the gen-
eral list has 100 opportunities for managerial independencelWid only

35 of Ihem are applicable (permissible or relevant) for a particular
environrn4Lien for the next stages-of study, only those 35 would be

used. ByArAsting thyeneral and specific lists, one castbegin-te\
tank environ s with respect to the level of support that t pro-

vide for autonomy.
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Gaining information about the child. The 'next task is to develop

systematic measuresoidifferences in utilization of these opportunities
for autonomy. Among environments having very similar lists of oppor-

tunities, we assume that there are substantial differences in the fre-
quency with which the students utilize those opportunities. We assert

that this is clue in part to (a) the particular students involved, (b) the

implicit rules' of the classroom that are, of course, more difficult to
assess than the explicit ones, and (c) the type of active support given

students as a consequence of behaving autonomously.

Utilization of opportunity can be estimated in the following way.

As described above, the general checklist may be used to compile a

specific list of all the opportunities for student autonomy in a given

setting. Then, each child or a sample of individuals may be monitored

for a period of time to obtain an estimate of Irequenty of utilization of

each opportunity. This, in turn, yields a:. estrrr.ate of the level of
classroom utilization (mean and standar,: ueviation of all chirgen) for

each opportunity and an estimate of child i.tilizafion for each oppor-

tunity.* This information permits a refinement of the ranking of en-

vironments and a beginnin4 of he ran-In, -117,

We need to reiterate that we are operating at two levels simul-
taneously, the classroom level and the student level. We assume that
theie will be differences among and within classrooms and that those
differences will-enhance or detract from the ability of the students to
\develop skills in managing their own behaviors. As we stated, we are

assuming that the mere opportunities children are oven for engaging
in .a-utonomois behavior, the more likely they are to learn them and to

be able to transfer them to new situations. This, in turn, should

affect their beliefs abbut their control of their own environment.



Developing an Instrument for Measuring Autonomy
cis

HaVing decided upon a workingdefinition of autonomy and having

developed'an approach for studyine autonomy in natural settings, we

turn to the final task of constructing an instrument that permits the

measurement of differences in autonomy, that is, differences in chil-
dren's ability to take advantage of and generate choice situations. Of

course, the difficulty is that one does not expect context-free autonomy

to develop because autonomy is not a simple skill easily exercised in
all environments. For example, if a child is given a'great deal of inde-
pendence in mathematics aril little independence in reading or social
science, one would expect to find more irependent behaviors exhibited

b.} mathematics- related tasks than in other situations (for reasons Of

opportunity and learning). 'The main task is to develop a test or sirnus-

lation that is reasonably rela.ted.to the kinds of situations the child

actually faces, but that is general enough to be relevant for a spectrum
of educational settings.

Different stages in a prom-am of research leading to the develop-
ment of an assessment instrument for autonomy are presented in Figure
2. The goal or objective of each phase of research is described.ve the

left-hand column, thile the procipillused to generate it is described on
the right. At two points on the figure, the prior results are used to
assess differences and generate hypotheses about the next level of re-
search. Thus, for example, we expect that there will be differences

among ciassrobms (and students) not only in the number (quantitative)

of opportunities provided but also in the type (qualitative) of opportunil
ties provided It will be necessary to examine in depth both types of

differences and to utilize these reviews to change and reconstruct the
instrument and idd, if necessary, new components to the approach
(for example, to more clearly differentiate among ways of "teaching"

autonorny)\ What we are advocating is to move through measures of the
environment toward measures of the individual.



Environment
Opportunity

Inchviduil
Utilization

Individual
Measurement

Goal

Develop general list and major

categories of opportunities for
autonomy

Process

Observe several classrooms with
widely differing practices with
respect to student independence
to maximize the range of behav-
iors on the list

Develop specific fists Observe extensively in one or

two classrooms sstich `will be

used to study student behaviors

Measure differences quantitative-
ly and qualitatively between en-
vironments Generate hypotheses
of direction of influence of class
room patterns on development
of autonomy

Assess degree of utilization of
opportunities by children from
spec ft:: I sT

Observe extensively eachochild in a
classroom over time noting pat-
terns of utilization across differ-
ent children

Measure differences quantitatiZ
ly and qualitatively between child
ren Generate hypotheses about
outcomes in future situations

Develop simulation tests of auto
nomy for individuals

ea

Figure 2 An approach to the study of student aut

)
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The basic assumption surrounding the approach outlined for the';

investigation of autonomy is that classroom practices wi l influence

the ability of a child to be independent and to control his or her edifa=
tional environment. We suggest approaching the measurement and

assessment of that ability by examining the opportunities for the stu-
,

dents to engage in independent behaviors, by observing the actual utili-

zation of these opportunities, and finally, by measuring the relation-
ships between the two..

Surrimary,

This paper has focused on autonomy, one set of many posaihle

noncognitive outcomes of education. Educators and psychologists have

long aireed that much,more than reading and variting is learned in

school.- They-have also agreed tjiat if other things of value are picked
up in ecitucational environments, it might be worthwhile to teach them

directly rather than leaving it up to chance. However, there have. been

several problems attached to this view. First, not many people can
agree on what the other outcomes of education are. Second, there.is
considerable controversy over what types of behaviors are vali,i2L-1

the society. Historically, there has been no mandate tor 'public educa-
tion to encroach on these private areas of development. (The contro-

versy over sex education is an example of.both of these problems. )
Third, even if we decide what a noncognitive outcome is (autonomy can

be one), it is not clear if it is something that can be taught. in same

way reading is taught. When an individual_ learns to read, the skill is
highly t...risferare to a .artet of citcurnstaoces..lbett telidencles fo.
greater fluidity with certain types. of materials seem4o develop. It is
not clear that social,crr personality characteristics will exhibit this
fe'ature of transfer. TherefOre, attempts to educate for something

like autonomy might be a risky undertaking at best. Finally, precise,

48
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valid measurement of these areas is in its infancy. Clearly, under-

standing, teaching, and measuring soniethuig like autonomy will be

greatly facilitated by carefully analyzing and studying it. This paper
IP

is an attempt to begin that-process.
...
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